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overview

The Ian Potter Cultural Trust was established in
1993 by The Ian Potter Foundation to encourage
and support the diversity and excellence of
emerging Australian artists. The Trust offers
grants to assist exceptionally talented early
career artists to undertake professional
development, usually overseas.
The Ian Potter Cultural Trust’s support of individual artists is
unique in Australia. In the 16 years of the Trust’s existence, more
than 950 artists have been supported by grants totalling over
$3.7million. The grants have afforded these talented individuals
the opportunity to travel overseas to meet and learn from their
international peers; attend workshops; undertake research and
post-graduate study, private lessons and training courses, and
participate in international competitions. These experiences allow
them to showcase their talents and skills on an international stage
and develop valuable relationships with mentors and colleagues.
The Trust’s remit is to support individual artists from across the
country and the Trust encourages applications from all states.
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Funding Principles and Requirements
When assessing applications to The Ian Potter Cultural
Trust, the Trust looks for:
	A commitment to excellence. We support individuals
who are passionate about their work, and have the
potential to be outstanding in their field, in an
international context.
	Evidence of the applicant’s initiative and exceptional
talent, with an ability to convert their ambitions
to reality.
	Clear objectives as to why this project will be
of most benefit to the applicant at this stage of
their career development.
	Projects that have been carefully planned to maximise
opportunities for building mentoring relationships and
advancing career prospects.
	An emphasis on education and developing skills
overseas, rather than for projects within Australia or
performances, exhibitions or the making of recordings.
	Support from other sources. These might include
other trusts and foundations, scholarships and awards,
service clubs, family or business. We are very happy
to be one of a number of supporters. We do however
expect a reasonable financial contribution from the
applicant themselves. The Trust will not fund 100%
of the costs of the project.
A detailed and well researched tight budget.
	An informed and detailed travel and project schedule.
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Chairman’s Report
The projects and artists supported by The Ian Potter
Cultural Trust change each year, but one constant is the
passion that these talented young artists bring to their
work and ultimately to the cultural life of our society.
This passion seems to be fundamental to their success
and the factor that drives them to challenge themselves
and to realise their potential. The level of underlying
talent among our young artists is very exciting, as
illustrated by the achievements of young stars such
as pianist Amir Farid, film-maker Lauren Anderson and
opera singer Claire Egan, who each received funding
this year.
The Cultural Trust was specifically established to
recognise, support and encourage young artists and to
provide them with the means to travel and expand their
skills, networks and horizons. The stories in the ‘Down
The Track’ feature articles are particularly meaningful to
the Trust as they highlight the importance and validity
of the Trust’s individual funding and its ongoing role in
the development of a vibrant cultural life in Australia.

This year, the Trust has supported artists from almost
every state and territory, and they have travelled
to every corner of the globe, from Argentina to
Amsterdam, Berlin to Bordeaux and Prague to San
Francisco. The diversity of their experiences makes
fascinating reading and I recommend you look at the
information about this year’s recipients at the back of
this report. It provides a good insight into the range
of opportunities that await those with the talent and
passion to pursue them.
This year marks the final year of the biennial Music
Commissions Fellowships, which the Trust has offered
since 1999. The program has assisted 23 composers
and produced over 40 significant new works. While the
curtain now closes on this program, the Trust will go on
supporting young musicians and composers through
the main grants program and we have started a process
of consultation to focus on a new cultural program.
We are looking forward to announcing the winners of
the final Music Commissions Fellowships in October,
and to enjoying their music for years to come.

Charles Goode
Chairman

Facts & Figures 2008–09

Cultural Trust Grants Approved by State 2008–09

$286,320

Victoria (28)

Total grants paid

Australian Capital Territory (3)

Number of recipients:
59
Average grant amount:
$4,800
Number of countries visited: 24

New South Wales (15)
Northern Territory (1)
Queensland (1)
South Australia (6)
Western Australia (3)
Other/Currently overseas (5)
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CEO’s Report
This year, the Trust has awarded $286,320 to 59
talented emerging artists to assist their development.
The increasingly diverse art practices of our recipients
include film making, dance, choreography, conducting,
printmaking, painting conservation, trapeze, Japanese
lacquering and music including violin, double bass,
saxophone and cello.
Our Cultural Trust recipients are inspired by their
overseas experiences, the opportunity to study at
internationally acclaimed institutions and to be taught
by world renowned artists. They have the opportunity
to experiment with new working methods, to think and
be challenged about their art practice and to exchange
ideas with their peers. They return to Australia with
new ideas, new skills, expanded networks and the
confidence to take their art practice to a new level.
As mentioned by the Chairman, this year, will see the
finale of The Ian Potter Music Commissions Fellowships.
Established in 1999, the Music Commissions offer two
fellowships: $80,000 to an Established Composer and
$20,000 to an Emerging Composer, for the composition
and performance of new Australian music. This year has
seen a 100% increase in the number of applications
received. The Cultural Trust is very proud of the
contribution the biennial Commissions have made to
the cultural life of Australia through the professional
development of some of the country’s most talented
composers and the production of several highly
successful works.

The Commissions are judged by some of Australia’s
most respected music artists, conductors and
composers, and this year we are very fortunate to have
Professor Barry Tuckwell AC OBE, Dr Richard Mills AM,
Ms Elena Kats-Chernin and Professor John Hopkins OBE
as our judging panel. We believe that the Music
Commissions will leave a lasting legacy. Elena KatsChernin, won a Music Commission back in 2003, and
further on in this report you can read about the impact
of the grant on Elena’s career. Damien Barbeler won the
Emerging Composer Fellowship in 2005 and his words
sum up nicely the impact we believe the Commissions
have had and will continue to have. “It’s clear to me
already that the fellowship will have a life-long effect.
The experiences of the last two years will influence my
composing for decades to come. And when I’m eighty,
I’ll still be thanking my lucky stars for the opportunity
you’ve given me”.
The winners of the 2009 Fellowships will be announced
in October 2009 at a function with performances of works
by Dr Liza Lim, Dr Richard Mills AM, Damian Barbeler
and Anthony Pateras, to celebrate the decade of the
Music Commissions.
I would like to thank our expert reviewers and our staff,
in particular, our Communications Manager, Avalee Weir
who has so successfully managed The Ian Potter Music
Commissions 2009 Fellowships, and the Trust’s Program
Manager, Maria Roberts.

Janet Hirst
Chief Executive Officer
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Bic Tieu is a talented and dedicated designer and maker
of contemporary jewellery with special interest in the
craft of traditional Japanese lacquering. Bic holds a
Master of Design (Hons) from the College of Fine Arts
at The University of Sydney. Her project was to travel
to Waijima, the lacquer centre of Japan.
Japanese urushi (lacquer) is a material comprised of the
resin of the ‘lacquer tree’ which is exhaustively layered
and sanded to produce a rich, highly lustrous finish.
Lacquer is a traditional craft with sophisticated histories,
specialised technologies and specific regional cultural
expressions.

This opportunity to work at the Kitamura Kobo
is rare… I am learning in a highly professional
environment where quality, craftsmanship, design,
and technique are absolutely superior.

Below: ‘Seasonal bowls’ showing lacquer technique.

From Japan, Bic reports that she is working under the
guidance of lacquer master Kitamura Tatsuo, developing
and refining her knowledge of lacquer tools, materials,
and learning various lacquer techniques. Kitamura’s
works are represented in galleries around the world.
The studio has been responsible for the rediscovery and
revival of a mastery level of a range of lost techniques.
At present, there are no professional practitioners of
Japanese lacquer techniques in Australia, so this offers
a rare opportunity for Bic to immerse herself in the study
and develop into a mature lacquer artist practitioner of
unique standing. Her aim now is to contribute to the
understanding, development, and dissemination of this
important Japanese tradition.
Bic has been introduced to urushi tools, studio
etiquettes and urushi care. It is fundamental to
understand these basic rules, as urushi is a material
that demands this kind of focus. The practitioner
must pay attention to the tools, the materials and the
environment, as each one affects another in the practice
of working with urushi.
Bic reports, “this opportunity to work at the Kitamura
Kobo is rare… I am learning in a highly professional
environment where quality, craftsmanship, design, and
technique are absolutely superior. I have also been able
to join the Shikoukenkyukai, a lacquer group which
focuses on research and development of lacquer arts
in Japan. Through this, I have had opportunities to
connect with other lacquer artists and attend lacquer
workshops.” Bic’s residency will be completed in
February 2010.

jewellery making
& design
ms Bic Tieu, NSW

$7,000 to undertake a professional residency
in Traditional Japanese Lacquering Techniques
for application in contemporary jewellery
and objects, at the Kitamura Kobo Studio,
Wajima Japan, FEBRUARY 2009–10.

the ian potter cultural trust 2008–09
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glass
A graduate of the School of Art and Design, Monash
University, Amanda’s travel plans were delayed when
she accepted a position at Adelaide’s Jam Factory
studio as an Associate Designer, where she learnt new
techniques in colour and different ways of working the
glass. When she did undertake her travels, Amanda’s
trip proved both inspiring and informative. Her first
port of call was Peter Layton’s UK studio where she
was surprised to discover that most of his production
is done solo. This is unusual as glassblowing work is
usually done with at least one other assistant.

Above: Amanda’s work, in close up.

Amanda has returned with new-found confidence in
her glassblowing skills and a renewed respect for the
skill and work ethic of practitioners here in Australia.

Assisting glass sculptor Bruce Marks in his London
studio led to Amanda understanding new techniques
in figurative forming. This is a technique she believes
will be of great benefit to Australian glassblowers and
she is intending to develop a presentation so she can
share her experiences with her peers at the Jam Factory.
She also hopes that her association with Bruce will lead
to him visiting Australia to share his knowledge and
experience with Australian glassblowers.
Amanda also visited two major glass studios in Japan
where she made contact with the head of the studios
and participated in an intensive one-day flame-working
course, which has inspired her to continue placements
and workshops overseas, particularly in Japan.
Amanda reports, “It was a lot harder than I expected
and quite stressful at times, but ultimately I returned
home with a new found confidence in not only my
artistic skills, but as a person.”
Amanda has returned with new-found confidence in her
glassblowing skills, a greater appreciation of what she is
learning at the Jam Factory and a renewed respect for
the skill and work ethic of practitioners here in Australia.

Ms Amanda Dziedzic, SA

$3,500 to undertake a studio placement with British glass artist
Peter Layton, Borough, UK; to work with glass artists Bruce
Marks, Layne Rowe and Louis Thompson, London, UK; to visit Craft
Art Park and undertake a flame working course at Glass and
Graphic Garage, Osaka, Japan, January– February 2009.

the ian potter cultural trust 2008–09
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literature &
conservation
As there is no formal training for Book Conservation
or Design Binding available within Australia, there
is a shortage of specialists in this area, aside from
a few overseas trained experts, who are now close
to retirement. As a result, many Australian cultural
institutions have resorted to boxing damaged books
to protect them, preventing them from being accessed
by the public.
Julie originally studied for a Bachelor of Visual Arts, Film
and Television Production at Griffith University, Brisbane,
before going on to undertake a Bookbinding Certificate
at NSW TAFE.
This opportunity to extend her studies at West Dean
College’s Book and Library Materials Program, offered
an opportunity to study critical and technical theory,
historical studies, ethical considerations, and the
development of an ideology and artistic and intellectual
framework within which to practise.
The Conservation Programs at West Dean College
have an international reputation, with students working
on a wide range of objects from the College collection,
national and international museums and private
collections. Throughout the world, graduates from
West Dean College are considered leading practitioners
in their fields.

Top: Julie’s first project, a book dated 1633.
Above: 1633 book restored and cover re-attached.

Julie is ideally placed to make an important and
valuable contribution to the conservation of old books
and the creation of new books within Australia when
she completes her studies in 2010.

Ms Julie Sommerfeldt, NSW

$7,000 to undertake a Graduate Diploma in Book
and Library Materials Conservation, West Dean
College, West Sussex, UK, September 2008–July 2009.

Julie says that her studies are exceeding her expectations.
The study is rigorous, exacting, and consistently at
the forefront of research and development within
the profession. She is finding the tuition is in-depth,
personalised and considered. Although the studies
are demanding and challenging, she is proud to be
consistently achieving Distinctions and has been offered
a place within the 2009/2010 Postgraduate Diploma and
Masters Program, and reiterates, “my experience to date
has proved a pivotal point in my career.”
Julie is ideally placed to make an important and
valuable contribution to the conservation of old books
and the creation of new books within Australia when
she completes her studies in 2010.
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tango violin
Maggie Ferguson studied the violin at the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music, University of Sydney, and
began studying tango violin at the Escuela de Tango
in 2003, where she received a standing invitation to
return whenever she could! The Ian Potter Cultural
Trust previously supported Maggie to study tango
violin with them in 2005.
This project was driven by Maggie’s passion to learn
from composers and orchestra leaders of the “Golden
Era” of music of the 1940s and 1950s in Argentina.
The bandoneon is a small complicated button concertina,
which is of great importance in tango and requires the
same high level of coordination as the violin.
Continuing her study of tango music, Maggie was given
the opportunity to learn from two distinctly different
styles of bandoneon teachers, Ramiro Boero and Camilo
Ferrero. Mr Boero places great emphasis on sound
production, quality, mastering technical aspects of legato
and marcato playing, scales and chord progressions.
With Mr Ferrero, Maggie concentrated on practising
tango repertoire and exercises, with an emphasis on
achieving fluency despite mistakes. Maggie took classes
three times a week and practised at least four hours daily.
Working with highly regarded veteran composer,
Horacio Salgan, was another highlight.
“The more I learnt, the more I could see that the
expressive and technical range is limitless and will be
a lifelong task”, reported Maggie. “I am convinced that
studying this instrument (bandoneon) will help change
the path of my career.”
Above: Maggie (right) passes on her passion for Tango to students
in Sydney Youth Orchestra’s ‘Tango Oz’. Pic credit, Graham Howard.

The more I learnt, the more I could see that the
expressive and technical range is limitless and will
be a lifelong task… I am convinced that studying this
instrument (bandoneon) will help change the path
of my career.

Ms Maggie Ferguson, NSW

$2,000 to study bandoneon and orchestral
tango violin, Escuela de Tango, Orquesta
Escuela de Tango de Emilio Balcarce, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, September–October 2008.
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Maggie is passionate about the tango music and culture,
and is constantly seeking opportunities to share her
knowledge and play for Australian audiences. This aim
is now being realised as Maggie has established the
first national tango orchestra, Sydney Youth Orchestra’s
TangoOz, which made its successful debut in March.
Maggie directly attributes this achievement to be an
outcome of her travels. Australia’s first tango music
festival TangoOz Escuela takes place in July 2009,
at Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
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Amir Farid is a highly talented and accomplished young
pianist, winner of the 2006 Australian National Piano
Award and graduate of University of Melbourne and the
Australian National Academy of Music. The recipient of
numerous prestigious awards and prizes, Amir is one of
this country’s most promising piano talents.
In recognition of this potential, Amir was offered a place
and scholarship at the Royal College of Music (RCM)
to undertake an intensive Masters degree in Piano
Performance, under the tuition of Professor Andrew Ball.
Amir’s life dream is to devote himself to the
presentation and expression of the ‘great literature of
Western Classical Music’. Through this study, he aims
to bring this dream closer to reality and secure his place
on the Australian Classical Music scene.

Above: Amir Farid, “incredible opportunity”.
Photographer Lars Schlereth.

My time in London has not only allowed me to
develop rapidly as a pianist, but also to develop
my network of contacts which I am confident will
aid me in developing my career over the years.

Now approaching the end of his time in London,
Amir reports that in addition to achieving great success
in his studies, the experience at RCM has provided him
with an opportunity to work at a very high standard
which has greatly helped his development. In addition,
he has found himself in the company of many highly
accomplished musicians which he says, “has only
motivated me to push further and improve as much
as I can.”
During his stay, Amir performed solo at the Chelsea
Festival, a recital with cellist Martin Loveday and
played several other performances in London. He
has also performed back home in Australia with both
the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra and the Sydney
Symphony Orchestra.
As Amir explains, “my time in London has not only
allowed me to develop rapidly as a pianist, but also to
develop my network of contacts which I am confident
will aid me in developing my career over the years...
I have fulfilled my dream of hearing Martha Argerich
live, have heard the London Philharmonic, London
Symphony and BBC Symphony orchestras several times
and was sitting about three metres away from Murray
Perahia when he gave a Masterclass at the RCM. These
are experiences that not only help me learn in ways that
no other can achieve, but will stay with me as special
memories for the rest of my life.”

piano
Mr Amir Farid, VIC

$7,000 to undertake a Masters in Piano
Performance at the Royal College of Music,
London UK, September 2008–July 2009.
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Ultimately, Australia’s cultural materials themselves
will benefit when they are cared for by a group of
professionals with a wider skill set and a greater
understanding of the many diverse conservation
treatment options.

Bottom: Before restoration treatment, detail of Den grœske
digter Anakreon med Amaryllis (Bathyllos) 1808, N.A. Abildgaard.
Below: After varnish removal, filling and retouching

Helen studied for her Master of Arts (Cultural Materials
Conservation) at University of Melbourne specialising in
painting conservation. She was accepted to undertake
the Internship at the Statens Museum for Kunst (SMK),
Copenhagen to help her to gain experience at an
international level under the guidance of highly skilled
professional conservators.
During the internship, Helen undertook a variety of
conservation and restoration treatments of paintings
from the SMK collection, as well as artworks from the
Prime Ministry Collection and a private owner. She
treated two N.A Abildgaard (1743–1809) paintings in
preparation for a travelling exhibition to the Louvre in
Paris, and undertook technical research into Abilgaards’s
painting technique completing X-ray, infra-red and
paint cross-section analysis on the artworks she treated.
Helen also undertook structural repairs and detailed
restoration of an 18th–19th Century painting Marius i
Minturnae (copy of the J.G.Drouais painting of the
same title, 1786) from a private owner (pictured on
previous page).
Helen worked under the supervision of highly skilled
senior Paintings Conservators, Pauline Lehmann Banke
and Troels Filtenborg, and had the opportunity to
develop skills in technical methods and examination
of artworks, including X-ray images and cross section
preparation and analysis.
Helen was introduced to many conservation materials
she had not previously worked with and learnt a
number of techniques which have been commonly
used in Europe for many years, but are little used in
contemporary Australian conservation.
“I am keen to introduce my colleagues to the new
developments in conservation materials and techniques
introduced to me during my time in Denmark,”
says Helen. “Ultimately, Australia’s cultural materials
themselves will benefit when they are cared for by
a group of professionals with a wider skill set and a
greater understanding of the many diverse conservation
treatment options.”

painting
conservation
Ms Helen Gill, VIC

$4,000 to undertake a six-month internship
in painting conservation, Statens Museum
for Kunst, Copenhagen, Denmark,
September 2008–February 2009.
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The Cultural Trust has helped artist Alana Hunt to
complete the second and final year of her Masters
degree at the School of Arts and Aesthetics (SAA)
of Jawaharlal Nehru University (New Delhi), while
developing her art practice and creative research within
the context of contemporary India. Alana’s art practice
is concerned with the social, cultural and political
happenings that impact upon people’s daily lives,
informing and shaping ideas, experiences and actions.
She explores this through an immersive, inter-disciplinary
art practice that lingers on the minute narratives of life
and draws upon a range of participatory and conceptual
artistic traditions, as well as old and new media forms
and writing.
The SAA provides a vibrant environment in which to
study the arts in an inter-disciplinary fashion across
both Western and non-Western modes of thought,
a circumstance that Alana finds fascinating and inspiring.

Above: Alana Hunt, portrait.
Top: ‘If Only’ – Alana examines the opportunity to rewrite the past.

Being in Delhi has... exposed me to a world of ideas,
conflicts, connections and contradictions, to people,
to philosophies, to histories and realities that I hope,
and can to some extent already feel, melt into both
myself and my art practice.

Ms Alana Hunt, NSW

Alana recently undertook an internship in Kashmir.
One element of this involved conducting media
and storytelling workshops with young people
and documenting human rights violations and the
opportunity to listen, observe, and discuss the everyday,
multi-layered and complex experiences of life in a
conflict zone. Alana was profoundly affected by this
experience and has been inspired to produce a new
body of work. The Trust funding will help Alana visit
the region again in December 2009.
The opportunity to meet and work with other likeminded cultural practitioners both within India and
abroad has been another highlight.
“I do not believe that ‘good’ art stems from studying
and learning only about art... being in Delhi has also
exposed me to a world of ideas, conflicts, connections
and contradictions, to people, to philosophies, to
histories and realities that I hope, and can to some
extent already feel, melt into both myself and my
art practice,” explains Alana. “This is the part of the
experience that is ultimately invaluable.”

$7,000 to complete a Masters program at the School
of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
New DeLHi, India, August 2009–July 2010.
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circus
Emma started her circus training in Australia at the
National School of Circus Arts (NICA) in Melbourne,
graduating with a Bachelor of Creative Arts in 2006.
She was the recipient of the May Wirth Memorial Trophy
for the most outstanding female student in her first year
of study, and was encouraged in her final year to train
in Montreal under Victor Formaine, coach and aerial
conceptur for the Cirque du Soleil.

Above: Emma Jayne Henshall, gold medal performer.

Emma is one of only seven Australians ever to
have competed at the Festival Mondial du Cirque
de Demain and the only Australian to have received
a gold medal.

Working towards being selected for competition at the
30th Festival Mondial du Cirque de Demain (Worldwide
Festival of the Circus of Tomorrow), in Paris, Emma was
training five to six hours a day, six days a week. Emma is
an elite athlete; however, as one of her teachers explains,
this athleticism is coupled with “a deep sense of artistry”.
This Festival selects just 24 emerging artists from 800
applicants around the world to compete in front of a
jury of 14 elite representatives from the circus industry.
In November 2008, Emma was informed she was one
of these.
Emma went on to receive a gold medal and three top
prizes, Prix du President de la Republique, Prix Franco
Dragone Entertainment Group and the Prix du Moulin
Rouge. She is one of only seven Australians ever to
have competed at the Festival and the only Australian
to have received a gold medal.

Ms Emma Jayne Henshall, VIC

$5,000 to continue trapeze studies with Victor Formaine,
Montreal, Canada, September 2008–January 2009.
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After graduating from the Centre for Performing Arts
in Adelaide with an Advanced Diploma in Performing
Arts (Acting), Tina formed Chopt Logic Theatre
Company. Tina wanted to create opportunities for
graduates to collaborate and learn from established
artists in a professional working environment. The
company has produced successful shows for the
Adelaide Fringe Festival, the Barossa Music Festival,
the Come Out Festival and the Darwin Fringe Festival.

I feel now I have the skills and knowledge necessary
to fulfil my dream of creating year-round training
opportunities for professional actors in
South Australia.

Below: Tina Mitchell, in training at Saratoga International Theatre
Institute, New York.

Following completion of a summer intensive at the
Saratoga International Theatre Institute (SITI) in New
York, Tina was invited to undertake an internship which
would allow her to continue building on her skills and
knowledge, as well as undertake specialised training
in Suzuki Method and Viewpoints.
The Suzuki Method of actor training is a strict physical
discipline which develops stamina, focus and increases
body awareness and stage presence. Coupled with
Viewpoints, an improvisational tool, the techniques
help actors to create dynamic stage moments quickly
and creatively. Tina was able to work behind the scenes
at SITI, learning about the company’s operations. At the
same time, she completed advanced level training in
the Suzuki Method and Viewpoints.
Tina describes her experience as invaluable. She has
developed a strong connection with both artists and
administrators from the SITI Company, who she feels she
can turn to for advice and support. This will contribute
to the development of her own company, and to her new
teaching positions with the University of South Australia
and the Adelaide Centre for the Arts, which she secured
as a direct result of her internship at SITI.
As Tina explains, “I feel now I have the skills and
knowledge necessary to fulfil my dream of creating
year-round training opportunities for professional actors
in South Australia.”

theatre –
performance

Ms Tina Mitchell, SA

$2,400 to undertake an internship at the SITI
Company, and participate in training in the Suzuki
Method and Viewpoints, New York City, USA,
September–November 2008.
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This experience has given me so much confidence
in pursuing my career goals, to perform, direct and
choreograph. I finally feel as though I have something
to give, and I feel strong.

Below: In rehearsal, New York.
Bottom: Margot developing a new work.

Margot is an honours graduate of Flinders University
Drama Centre, South Australia. A trained actor and
dancer, she has worked as a dancer and tutor with
Restless Dance, a South Australian youth dance
company for dancers with and without disabilities.
Margot was keen to expand on her experience with
Restless Dance and observe dance practices on the
other side of the world. Her goal was to further explore
the creative possibilities of working across cultures
of disability.
At Axis Dance Company in Oakland, California, a
professional company of dancers with and without
disability, Margot participated in classes and a workshop
series called ‘Fundamentals of Disability Dance’.
Encouragingly, Margot discovered that the work she is
doing at Restless Dance Theatre is on par with practices
in the USA and she learnt more about various methods
and ways to use them in other areas.
At Axis, Margot worked on improvisation, with a specific
focus on rhythm, speed, shape, symmetry, ensemble
and effort. At the Gabrielle Roth Moving Centre she had
the opportunity to further explore the importance of a
focal point in improvisation practice.
Another highlight of Margot’s project was undertaking
a mentorship with Tricia Brouk, a director/choreographer
in New York. Margot found they had a similar approach
to researching themes to create work that has artistic
integrity, yet is also humorous and approachable for
audiences. This connection will continue as Margot
and Tricia plan to work together in October 2009.
Margot reflects, “This experience has given me so much
confidence in pursuing my career goals, to perform,
direct and choreograph. I finally feel as though I have
something to give, and I feel strong.”

dance

Ms Margot Politis, SA

$3,000 to undertake classes in improvised movement
at Mill Valley, USA; and to observe rehearsals,
workshops and classes at Axis Dance Company,
Oakland, USA, January–March 2009.
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The Ian Potter Cultural Trust Grants Paid 2008–09
Ms Lauren Anderson
to make a short film “Vigilant! Healthy! Wholesome!” as part of a Master of Film and Television
(Narrative), Victorian College of the Arts, June–August 2009

$4,500

Ms Jodie Ahrens
to meet with David Jubb, Battersea Arts Centre, Battersea, UK; to participate in the
Cynefin’s Rites of Passage Project, North Wales, UK; to participate in the Republic of the
Imagination, Zemun, Serbia; and to train with Dialogue in the Dark, Hamburg, Germany,
September–November 2009

$4,000

Ms Santina Amato
to undertake an organised study tour through China with Mr Norbet Loffler,
followed by a residency at Art Channel Beijing, China, September–November 2008

$4,500

Ms Laura Bell
to undertake Masters in Early Music (recorder) at the Koninklijk Royal Conservatoire,
Den Haag, the Netherlands, August 2008–August 2010

$7,000

Ms Alana Blackburn
to undertake postgraduate study (Recorder), Conservatorium van Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, August 2008–September 2009

$7,000

Ms Rohana Brown
to undertake masterclasses, seminars and lessons in violin at the Mozarteum Summer Music
Academy, Salzburg, Austria, July 2009

$3,000

Ms Melissa Bubnic
to undertake a Masters in Writing for Performance, Goldsmiths, University of London, London,
UK, September 2009–July 2010

$7,000

Ms Megan Cameron
to undertake a puppeteer mentorship with Bela Shenkova, at the company Divadlo Anpu,
Prague, Czech Republic, May–October 2009

$3,000

Ms Maria Alejandra Canales
to complete the second stage of a film and multi-platform project, Solid_Liquid_Gas_H20 and
360 Degree Viral, as part of a Doctorate of Creative Arts programme, University of Western
Sydney, January–September 2009

$6,500

Mr Benjamin Carey
to continue saxophone study with Marie-Bernadette Charrier, Conservatoire de Bordeaux
Jacques Thibaud, Bordeaux, France, September 2008–July 2009

$3,000

Ms Gemma Cavoli
to participate in Electric Theatre Company’s In Bocca al Lupo (Into the Mouth of the Wolf)
training program in Commedia Dell’arte, Umbria, Italy, July 2009

$3,000

Ms Elaine Sui-Hui Chew
to undertake a printmaking residency, Kala Art Institute, Berkeley, San Francisco,
USA, May–August 2009

$3,350

Mr Sotiris Dounoukos
to undertake a mentorship in cinematography with Yogos Arvanitis, and screen music
composition with Nathaniel Mechaly, Paris, France, April–August 2009

$4,500

Ms Amanda Dziedzic
to work with glass artists Peter Layton, Adam Aronson and Kris Heaton, and to visit
The Isle of Wight Glass Centre and The National Glass Centre in Sunderland, London, UK,
January–February 2009

$3,500

Ms Claire Egan
to undertake an opera training course, Cardiff International Academy of Voice,
Cardiff, Wales, September 2008 –June 2009

$5,000

Mr Amir Farid
to undertake a Masters in Piano Performance, Royal College of Music, London, UK,
September 2008 –July 2009

$7,000
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Ms Maggie Ferguson
to study bandoneon and orchestral tango violin, Escuela de Tango, Orquesta Escuela de Tango
de Emilio Balcarce, Buenos Aires, Argentina, September–October 2008

$2,000

Ms Michelle Ferris
to participate in the Vocal Dance & Voice Movement Integration Certification Program leading
to Somatic Movement Therapist/Educator accreditation, Patricia Bardi Centre; to participate as
an apprentice with the Stichting Magpie Umbrella organisation, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
and to participate in The Solo Performance Commissioning Project UK, Findhorn, Scotland,
January–September 2009

$7,000

Mr Paul Fitzsimon
to study conducting at the University of Arts, Berlin, Germany, April 2009–April 2010

$5,000

Ms Silvan Gabrielovich
to undertake a theatre internship with Peace Child Israel, The Hebrew Arab Theatre of Jaffa,
Tel Aviv, Israel; and The School for Peace, Jerusalem, Palestine, July –September 2009

$5,000

Ms Helen Gill
to undertake a six month internship in painting conservation, Statens Museum for Kunst,
Copenhagen, Denmark, September 2008– February 2009

$4,000

Ms Ana Grosse
to continue with training at the Atlantic Acting School Conservatory, New York City, USA,
September 2008–May 2009

$5,000

Mr Wallace Gunn
to undertake a Master of Music in Composition, Manhattan School of Music, New York City,
USA, September 2008 to May 2010

$7,000

Ms Amber Jane Haines
to undertake an intensive workshop with Ultima Vez, Brussels, Belgium; a secondment with
Iceland Dance Company and Erna Omarsdottir, Reykjavik, Iceland, September –November 2008

$3,000

Ms Lisa Megan Hale
to undertake a curatorial mentorship with Pablo De Ocampo, Artistic Director of Images Festival,
Toronto, Canada, January–September 2009

$4,000

Mr Raghav Handa
to undertake dance workshops and classes, Dance Theatre of Ireland, Dublin, Ireland;
Humphrey-Weidman Dance Company and London Contemporary Dance School, London, UK,
June–July 2009

$3,770

Mr Martin Hansen
to complete the Artist in Practice Program, Salzburg Experimental Academy of Dance,
Salzburg, Austria, December 2008–July 2009

$5,000

Mr Yelian He
to complete a Masters of Music in Performance, Cello, Royal Northern College of Music,
Manchester, UK, September 2008–July 2009

$2,900

Ms Emma Jayne Henshall
to continue trapeze studies with Victor Formaine, Montreal, Canada,
September 2008 to January 2009

$5,000

Ms Alana Hunt
to complete a Masters program at the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi, India, August 2009–July 2010

$7,000

Mr Michael Ierace
to undertake the Advanced Postgraduate Diploma in Performance, Royal College of Music,
London, UK, January 2009–July 2009

$7,000

Ms Belinda Jessup
to attend The Inspired Design: Jacquard and Entrepreneurial textile conference,
Ashevill, USA, January 2009

$3,500
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Ms Claire Kelly
to undertake a Postgraduate Diploma in Violin, Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London,
UK, September 2008 –July 2009

$7,000

Mr Edwin Kemp-Attrill
to undertake training with Headlines Theatre Company and Street Spirits, Vancouver, Canada,
August 2008

$3,000

Ms Anna Kristensen
to undertake research through a visual artist residency at Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris,
France; and at Takt Kunstprojecktraum, Berlin, Germany; and to visit La Biennale di Venezia,
Venice, Italy; and Art Basel, Basel, Switzerland, April–July 2009

$6,000

Ms Angelica Mesiti
to undertake an artist’s residency at Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris, France, April – June 2009

$3,500

Ms Tina Mitchell
to undertake an internship at the SITI Company, and participate in training in the Suzuki Method
and Viewpoints, New York City, USA, September–November 2008

$2,400

Ms Anna Kingston
to study for a Masters of Choreography, Laban Centre, London, UK,
September 2009–October 2010

$7,000

Ms Sanja Pahoki
to undertake a visual artist’s residency in Reykjavik, Iceland, December 2008

$4,000

Mr Ruben Palma
to attend the International Summer Academy “Mozarteum” to undertake cello lessons,
Salzburg, Austria, August 2009

$3,000

Ms Rejieli Paulo
to complete Post Graduate Opera Studies in Voice, International Academy of Voice, Cardiff,
Wales, September–December 2008

$6,000

Ms Margot Politis
to undertake classes in improvised movement at Mill Valley, USA; and to observe rehearsals,
workshops and classes at Axis Dance Company, Oakland, USA, January– March 2009

$3,000

Mr Simon Powis
to undertake Doctoral Studies at Yale University in Music Performance, New Haven, USA,
September 2008–May 2010

$4,000

Ms Amy Radford
to complete the final semester of a Postgraduate Diploma in Performance (Opera), Royal
Academy of Music, London, UK, January–June 2009

$7,000

Dr Cameron Roberts
to undertake research into advanced piano technique and injury prevention, working with
Professor Altenmüller, The Institut für Musikphysiologie and Musikermedizin, Hanover, Germany;
Professor Hans-Christian Jabusch Rosset, the Institut für Musikermedizin, Hochschule für Musik,
Dresden, Germany ; Dr Jaume Rosset, Director, Institut de Fisiologia i Medicina de l’Art-Terrassa,
Barcelona, Spain; Mr Duncan Gifford, Madrid, Spain; February–March 2009

$3,000

Ms Noa Rotem
to undertake a company internship training in the Suzuki Method of Actor Training and
Viewpoints method at Saratoga International Theater Institute (SITI Company), and attend
the Association of Performing Arts Presenter Conference, and perform in Big Love
by Charles L.Mee, New York City, USA, January–February 2010

$4,000

Mr Nicholas Russoniello
to undertake a Masters degree (Saxophone) Conservatorio di Milano, studying with
Professor Jean Marie-Loneiz, Milan, Italy, February–December 2009

$7,000

Ms Suzanne Shakespeare
to undertake Postgraduate Artist Diploma in Opera, Royal College of Music, London, UK,
September 2008–July 2009

$7,000
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Ms Helen Sherman
to undertake a Postgraduate Diploma in Performance, School of Voice and Opera Studies,
Royal Northern Academy of Music, Manchester, UK, September 2008–July 2009

$4,000

Mr Martin Smith
to continue with postgraduate studies in cello, Scuola di Musica di Fiesole, Florence, Italy, June
2009–May 2010

$7,000

Ms Julie Sommerfeldt
to undertake a Graduate Diploma in Book and Library Materials Conservation,
West Dean College, West Sussex, UK, September 2008–July 2009

$7,000

Mr Will Tait
to meet with David Jubb, Battersea Arts Centre, Battersea, UK; to participate in the Cynefin’s
Rites of Passage Project, North Wales, to participate in the Republic of the Imagination,
Zemun, Belgrade; and to train with Dialogue in the Dark, Hamburg, Germany, September–
November 2009

$4,000

Ms Bic Tieu
to undertake a residency training in traditional Japanese lacquering techniques for use in her
jewellery making, Kitamura Kobo Studio, Wajima, Japan, Februrary 2009– Februrary 2010

$7,000

Ms Esther Toh
to undertake private lessons in Double Bass with Matthew McDonald, Berlin, Germany,
January 2009–July 2010

$6,000

Mr Tim Watts and Ms Arielle Gray
to attend a summer intensive workshop at Dell’Arte School of Physical Theatre,
Blue Lake, USA, June–August 2009

$5,200

Ms Hayley West
to undertake a visual artist residency at the Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris, France,
November–December 2008

$3,200

Ms Cheryl Wheatley
to attend Clown Through Mask training, Theatre Resource Centre, Toronto, Canada,
January–February 2009

$4,000

Mr David Yule
to participate in the 12th International Glass Artists’ Conference Sources of Inspiration,
and to undertake a Masterclass with Tobias Mohl and Janusz Pozniak, Caithness, Scotland,
September 2008

$3,000

Mr Paul Zabrowarny
to complete Masters in Cello, Lausanne Conservatoire, Lausanne, Switzerland, September
2008–May 2010

$7,000

$286,320
Total grants paid
(excluding Music Commissions Fellowship payments)
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down the track
The Ian Potter Cultural Trust
Stories of journeys taken by some Cultural Trust grantees
and how their experiences influenced their careers.

literature
Lally Katz
2003

$5,000 to undertake a ten week workshop
at London’s Royal Court Theatre ‘Young
Writer’s Program’.
Lally Katz is an award-winning young playwright
who graduated from the Victorian College of
the Arts in 2000. Lally received a grant to do a
ten week workshop at the Royal Court Theatre,
London, in 2003 and says, “This experience
changed my life and shaped my career as a
playwright.” During the workshop she wrote
her play The Eisteddfod which has since had
productions in Melbourne and Sydney at the
Storeroom Theatre, the Malthouse Theatre’s
Tower Room and Downstairs at Belvoir Street
Theatre. The play has also toured to New York,
where it was performed at PS 122 and Richard
Foreman’s Ontological Theatre. “The writing of
The Eisteddfod came out of what I was learning
at the Royal Court and the experiences I was
having living in London,” Lally explains.

Above left: Lally Katz.
Above right: A scene
from Lally’s award-winning
play Goodbye Vaudeville
Charlie Mudd, at the
Malthouse Theatre, Victoria.

After completing the course, the Royal Court
invited Lally to do the Advanced Young
Writer’s Program. This ran for another ten
weeks, during which she wrote Waikiki Palace,
which has since been produced in Sydney
Theatre Company’s Wharf2loud program in
2007. Both The Eisteddfod and Waikiki Palace
have led to many more commissions and
collaborations with the Malthouse Theatre,
Sydney Theatre Company and Stuck Pigs
Squealing Theatre, the independent company
which first produced The Eisteddfod. Lally’s
play Goodbye Vaudeville Charlie Mudd
was commissioned by the Malthouse and
performed in March 2009. It has since won the
Victorian Premier’s Literary Award for Drama.
Lally is one of the recent recipients of the
British Council’s Realise Your Dream Award,
which enables Australian artists to go to
London and work with companies and artists
that they hold in high esteem and want
to become involved with. She says she is
planning on building on the foundations that
began with The Ian Potter Cultural Trust grant:
“The Ian Potter Cultural Trust Grant gave me
the chance to hone my playwriting skills, whilst
making contacts internationally and increasing
my profile in Australia. It was a huge leap in
my career, and the benefits have really
continued since.”

performing arts
Kate Sulan
2002

In 2002, Kate Sulan’s Rawcus theatre company
was a fledgling company in a developing
sector – disability arts. The Trust granted Kate
$5,000 to help her travel to Europe to visit
and learn from some of the most progressive
disability arts companies in the world, an
experience that has had a lasting impact on
Kate and the development of Rawcus.
A graduate of University of Adelaide’s Drama
School and the Victorian College of the Arts,
Kate is also proficient in Auslan and through
her work she has found a unique expression
for her passion for drama and her ambition to
promote inclusion for people with disabilities.
Rawcus is now enjoying both popular and
critical success and continues to help bring
disability arts to public attention. In 2005
Rawcus was awarded the Most Outstanding
Production of the 2005 Melbourne Fringe
Festival and more recently their production
The Heart of Another is a Dark Forest, a
collaboration with Restless Dance Company,
was nominated for four Green Room Awards
and won most Outstanding Production at the
2008 Melbourne Fringe Festival.

The company also
collaborated with the
Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra on a
production called
Hunger. The result,
which was performed
at the Melbourne
International Festival
in 2007,was described
by The Age as, “...
beautiful, funny and
profoundly moving...”.
As Kate herself
explains, “Rawcus
is an ensemble of
performers with and
without disabilities.
The Company
collaborates with a
core creative team
to devise new work
that gives a voice to
the imaginative world
of the ensemble.
It is a celebration
of humanity and
diversity.”
Top: Rawcus theatre
production, ‘Hunger’.
Pic credit: Paul Dunn.
Left: Kate Sulan, reaping
rewards for her work
with Rawcus.

music
In Conversation,
composer Elena Kats-Chernin
2003
Recipient of a $20,000 Cultural Trust Music
Commission in 2003 to write ‘The Spirit and
the Maiden ’. Elena was a judge of the Music
Commissions in 2007 and again in 2009.

What did it mean to you to win a
Music Commission in 2003?
The Commission meant many things to me.
Emotionally, I felt so happy and proud. It
allowed me to write the piece I really wanted
to write – that is not something you can
always do. I had the support of three brilliant
musicians in the Macquarie Trio and I could
write a significant piece for them.
To have the Ian Potter name on my CV is
something I always feel proud of. It boosted
my confidence and made me feel appreciated,
which is a rare thing for composers as we are
often behind the scenes, not in the public eye.

What did the Commission make possible that
you may not have otherwise have achieved?
Obviously, the piece I wrote, The Spirit
and the Maiden, is the main thing, but
every piece I write teaches me something
I use later on. I believe that everything
is connected, so it certainly opened up
networks and opportunities for me. The piece
has been played many times now which is
very rewarding. One particularly important
connection the Commission created is the
relationship I have built up with violinist
Nicholas Milton, one of the Macquarie Trio
performers. Nicholas is now chief conductor
of the Jena Symphony Orchestra in Germany,

and the Canberra Symphony Orchestra, and
he has conducted some of my works for these
orchestras in recent years. In various ways, the
Commission has led to new collaborations and
new opportunities, which has been wonderful.

Do you think it made a lasting impact on
your career or development?
Yes. The Spirit and the Maiden is, I think, one
of my best pieces. The time and focus I had
gave me a chance to rise to the next level
and I keep building on that now. I always feel
that if someone gives me something I have
to give more back – that has always been my
motivation. So now I write better notes!
I also feel like I am part of The Ian Potter
Cultural Trust ‘family’ in the company of
some really wonderful composers. Since my
own Commission, I am now a judge of the
Commissions which is such an honour. To sit
with the other judges, Richard Mills, Barry
Tuckwell and John Hopkins and to listen to the
work of other composers is so exciting.

How important are prizes such as this to
the Arts in Australia (particularly music but
general observations or insights most welcome)?
I think these prizes are so important.
They elevate us as artists. They give us
confidence and acknowledge promise and
achievement. Competition is good – it keeps
us trying. I love to write, so Commissions are
very special opportunities. With the means
to live for some months you can write
something that is your best – a rare chance –

that may have an impact for your whole life.
A Commission gives you time to plan and build
a framework and makes performance more
secure – which of course is what it is all for!

Since 2003, what have been the highlights
of your career?
ABC CLASSICS recorded a CD of my music
with the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra
called Wild Swans. In 2007, this became a
best-seller and reached #1 on the UK i-Tunes
Classical Charts. One piece, Eliza Aria, became
a hit following its use in the Lloyds TSB Bank
commercial in the UK and it was even sampled
on dance tracks by DJs and a radio station
turned it into a sing-along game!
It is hard to choose the highlights, I have
been so busy – in the last year alone I have
written five orchestral pieces including one for
the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra which
premiered in October.
I have loved seeing the life some pieces take
on – like Russian Rag which became Max’s
theme in Adam Elliott’s claymation film
Mary and Max and is regularly heard on
Phillip Adams’s Late Night Live radio show.
I am currently working on an Opera that has
been commissioned by the Flemish Opera
Company to premiere in Antwerp in April 2010.
I can only imagine where that might lead.
Above: Elena Kats –
Chernin: a love for
writing music.
Pic credit: Bridget Elliot.

visual arts
Hannah Matthews
2004
Recipient of a grant of $5,000 in 2004 to
undertake a three-month curatorial internship
with the public art agency, Creative Time in
New York and a further grant of $7,000 in
2007 to participate in the Australia Council’s
Venice Biennale Emerging Curator’s Program.
A young curator, Hannah is currently working
freelance in Melbourne. She has been invited
to guest curate a number of exhibitions for
Australia’s most interesting contemporary
art spaces, including the Museum of
Contemporary Art’s 2008 Primavera exhibition
of Australia’s leading artists under the age
of 35, and Linden1968, the largest multi-art
exhibition of West Australian practitioners at
Melbourne’s Linden Centre for Contemporary
Art. In 2008, Hannah curated her first
exhibition of Australian art overseas at the
Gitte Weise Gallery in Berlin. She was also
invited to participate in the Berlin Biennale’s
Young Curators Workshop.
Other recent roles have included delivery of
several exhibitions for the Australian Centre
for Contemporary Art (ACCA) including a midcareer survey of one of Australia’s pioneering
feminist and video artists, Lyndal Jones, and
a major tour of a recent work by Melbourne’s
leading audiovisual artists, Sonia Leber and
David Chesworth.
Highlights of her previous roles include a
three-year stint as Curator at the Perth Institute
of Contemporary Arts (PICA), where Hannah
was responsible for the development and
delivery of an exhaustive list of innovative

and experimental exhibitions, screenings and
studio residencies including a number of solo
exhibitions by established artists and a number
of group exhibitions. She also independently
curated the exhibition Winners are Grinners
at Melbourne’s Meat Market (2006) and
participated in a number of international
projects and programs, including an Asialink
residency with Arts Initiative Tokyo (2007) and
Rapt!, the Japan-Australia exchange project
coordinated by the Japan Foundation (2006).
Hannah’s grant from The Ian Potter Cultural
Trust assisted her to take up an invitation to
participate in the Australia Council’s Venice
Biennale Emerging Curator’s Program which
involved travelling to Venice for the vernissage
of the Biennale and having the opportunity to
view a wide range of contemporary art at the
Biennale as well as Documenta, Art Basel and
Munster Sculpture Projects.

They have allowed me to see first-hand many
key works from historical collections while
also introducing me to the work of a number
of fine contemporary artists whose practices
I have continued to follow and have been
able to include in my own curatorial projects
and research.”
Hannah continues to benefit from the networks
she developed during these trips and believes
that without these experiences her frame of
reference would be much more limited.
“There is a very big and exciting wide world
of art out there to connect with,” she says.

Prior to this, a separate grant from the Trust
assisted her to undertake a three-month
curatorial internship with the public art agency,
Creative Time in New York where she projectmanaged a number of ambitious outdoor
projects, including the Imitation of Christ Store
and the Freedom of Speech Monument.
For Hannah, these opportunities to travel
abroad for professional development have
been hugely beneficial on a professional
and personal level. “These experiences have
enabled me to broaden and deepen my
understanding of international art within
a contemporary and public art context.

Left and Above: Works by
Aidan Broderick and Laura
Johnson, as curated by
Hannah for ‘Linden1968’
at the Linden Centre for
Contemporary Arts, 2008.

